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CONTAINER SIGNAGE
Container signage is a fast way to create branding of your company – it’s durable, movable, and 
large enough to make the biggest impact of your message or logo. 

Being able to promote in unusual places, and stacking the containers for height or configuring 
them in different ways makes shipping containers the ultimate branding tool. Container signage  
gets your potential customers attention instantly. 

By modifying your shipping container with colour and graphics matching your corporate or brand 
identity it becomes a huge advertizing billboard.

Customize your containers and maximize you exposure!
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There are two different options to fasten signage – using stickers or putting up a banner. All available 
in custom sizing and different materials. 

Stickers and decals are versatile, easy to install and can be removed if needed. Great for small scale 
designs where you don’t need large format promotion. Choose a container with a basecolour that 
suits your message or colour the base of the container with a paint that matches your design.

Modifying your container

The banners can be fixed in a few ways, either welded & eyeleted or with a rope track installation, 
also known as Sail track or Keder track. A welded and eyeleted edge is great for DIYers – as you 
can use ropes threaded through these to fix the signage to the container where needed. A Keder 
tracking however does have a cleaner finish, as even though the edges are welded with a rod, this 
edge is inserted into aluminium track during installation, so that all that you can see on the final 
result is the metal edging. This type of finishing is the absolute strongest available on the market 
today, and is perfect for high wind areas.

For the ultimate billboard experience, we can also install LED Billboard Lights to illuminate your 
shipping container billboard at night.
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For large format shipping container advertising, we advice using Banner Mesh or PVC Vinyl over the 
entire container sides, or doors (or both!). This is an effective way to maximise impact and exposure. 


